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ABSTRACT
 
The object of this research is to study and compare, on a worldwide
 
scale, the short-wavelength features of the earth's gravity and topographic
 
fields to determine whether any relationship exists between them. The short­
wavelength features were obtained by subtracting a calculated 24th-degree­
and-order field from observed data written in 1' x 10 squares. The correlation
 
between the two residual fields was examined by a program of linear regression.
 
When run on a worldwide scale over oceans and continents separately, the
 
program did not exhibit any correlation; this can be explained by the fact
 
that the worldwide autocorrelation function for residual gravity anomalies
 
falls off much faster as a function of distance than does that for residual
 
topographic heights. The situation was different when the program was used
 
in restricted areas, of the order of 50 x 50 square. For 30% of the world,
 
fair-to-good correlations were observed, mostly over continents. The slopes
 
of the regression lines are proportional to "apparent" densities, which offer
 
a large spectrum of values that are being interpreted in terms of features
 
in the upper mantle consistent with available heat-flow, gravity, and seismic
 
data.
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GLOBAL CORRELATION OF TOPOGRAPHIC
 
HEIGHTS AND GRAVITY ANOMALIES
 
M. C. Roufosse
 
1. INTRODUCTION
 
The theory of plate tectonics, in its present form, has been developed
 
simultaneously by McKenzie and Parker (1967) and Morgan (1968}. Their work
 
provides a very successful kinematic theory of the present tectonic activity
 
of the earth. Most of the available geophysical data can be explained by the
 
postulate that the earth's surface is divided into a small number of rigid
 
plates in relative motion with respect to each other, the relative motion
 
between any two plates being described entirely by an angular-velocity vector.
 
At midocean ridges, two plates move apart and material from the upper mantle
 
upwells, cools, and creates new plates, while at ocean trenches, old plates
 
are subducted and therefore destroyed. In order to ensure mass continuity,
 
we must assume a return flow from trenches to ridges. This, then, describes
 
large-scale convection, consisting of plates and return flows and therefore
 
of horizontal dimensions governed by the dimensions of the plates themselves
 
(i.e., several thousands of kilometers).
 
The relative motion between plates is what causes earthquakes. Earth­
quakes are apt to occur at trenches, where they reflect the forces at work in
 
the subducted plates: extension when they are shallow and compression when they
 
are deep. We also find shallow earthquakes at midplates; their origin is still
 
uncertain, but some authors (see, e.g., McKenzie, 1972) associate them with the
 
equalization of small displacement variations within one plate owing to its
 
elasticity. The depth of a convection cell, on the other hand, is frequently
 
This work was supported in part by Grant NGR 09-015-002 from the National
 
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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assumed to be on the order of 600 to 700 km, the depth of a seismic discontinuity.
 
According to several observations (Birch, 1952; Anderson, 1967), a major phase
 
change occurs at that depth. Experimental work suggests a rearrangement of the
 
atoms surrounding silicon, resulting in a solid much stronger than spinel.
 
McKenzie, Roberts, and Weiss (1974) assumed that under these circumstances,
 
deformation would be much less likely to occur because of an increase in viscos­
ity; there is,however, no evidence of such a viscosity change. A recent study
 
by Jordan (1976) indicates that lithospheric slabs can penetrate into the lower
 
mantle to a depth of 1000 km, below the 650-km discontinuity. At the present
 
state of our knowledge, no definite limit can be placed on the depth of the
 
convection cells.
 
The mechanism of large-scale convection adequately explains the energy
 
released through earthquakes. However, it presents two difficulties: First,
 
it is ineffective in transporting heat, and several authors (Sclater, Lawver,
 
and Parsons, 1975; Richter and Parsons, 1975) claim that it cannot account for
 
the observed high value of heat flow found in old oceanic basins. However,
 
that observation has been criticized by Lister and Davis (1976) as lacking
 
reliable heat-flow data and as containing in the available data a scatter larger
 
than the effect studied. Schubert, Froidevaux, and Yuen (1976) have further
 
proposed a viscous-dissipation model to account for these higher-than-expected
 
values of heat flow. This debate is, in fact, extended to the model to be
 
adopted: the boundary-layer model proposed by Turcotte and Oxburgh (1967) and
 
defended by Davis and Lister (1974), versus the plate model proposed by Lang­
seth, Le Pichon, and Ewing (1966) and refined by McKenzie (1967) and Sclater
 
and Francheteau (1970). Knowing the value of heat flow in old oceanic regions
 
is thus not going to resolve the ambiguity. Parsons and Sclater (1977) and
 
Sclater and Parsons (1976) have offered more acceptable evidence to defend the
 
plate model through bathymetry data. The oceanic depth, when plotted against
 
age, clearly departs from the square-root-of-time law for ages larger than 70 m.y.
 
In this discussion, thermal conductivity has been neglected as a possible
 
contributor to the observed heat-flow values. Itwas first believed (Clark,
 
1957) that the radiation component of thermal conductivity played a very impor­
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tant r6le inttaisport'ng heat, idcreasing as the cube of temperature. This
 
belief has been contested by Fukao (1969) ard Fukao, Mizutani,'and Uyeda (1968),

who disc6vered'an absorpti6n peak due to iron (at'i ) in the olivine passband. 
According to their work, the absorption peak isvery sensitive to temperature
 
and could become so large at high temperatures that itwould prevent radiation
 
thermal conductivity from transferring heat effectively. This would leave only
 
the contribution of the lattice thermal conductivity, studied by Schatz and
 
Simmons (1972) and Roufosse and Klemens (1974). Lattice thermal conductivity
 
initially decreases with increasing temperature, behaves as I/T at moderately
 
high temperatures, and then flattens progressively as the temperature increases
 
further. The total thermal conductivity would therefore remain small and would
 
be unable to explain the observed heat flow and the absence of extensive melting
 
inthe upper mantle. T. Shankland (1977, private communication), however, has
 
questioned these findings: Recent studies by his group at Los Alomos (Nitsan,
 
1976) point toward larger values of the radiation thermal conductivity.
 
Further work along that line isthus urgently needed to assess the exact role
 
played by thermal conductivity.
 
The second difficulty of the large-scale convection theory is a question
 
of stability. Several numerical and experimental models have been carried out
 
by McKenzie et al. (1974), McKenzie and Weiss (1975), and Richter and Parsons
 
(1975). Richter and Parsons show that two scales of convection are most likely
 
present: a large-scale flow, related to plate motion and ordered over distances
 
of several thousand kilometers, and a small-scale flow, featuring longitudinal
 
rolls, which are 500 km in width and have their long axes aligned with the
 
direction of plate motion.
 
Small-scale convection so far is only a working hypothesis, but one that
 
conveniently explains the difficulties regarding the instability of large­
scale convection and the higher-than-expected heat-flow values inold ocean
 
basins. It is this subject that is of interest to us here. From the wealth
 
of geophysical data on gravity anomalies and topographic heights currently
 
available, we extract those portions that can be applied to mapping small-scale
 
flow in the upper mantle. The pattern obtained will then be tested and further
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refined by the use of seismic travel-time anomalies and heat-flow data where
 
available. Our hope - and the object of our future research - is that a careful
 
selection and combination of data will enhance our chances of discovering irre­
futable traces of small-scale convection.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE AVAILABLE DATA
 
The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory operates a geophysical data
 
base that stores, among other quantities, observed free-air gravity anomalies
 
written in 10 x 10 squares for approximately one-half of the whole world 
(37,405 data points), observed topographic heights written in 10 x 10 squares 
for the whole world (64,710 data points), and observed heat-flow data, where
 
available, in 10 x 10 squares obtained from the Massachusetts Institute of
 
Technology (6101 data points). In addition, from satellite and terrestrial
 
data, the gravity field has now been computed complete through degree and
 
order 24 (Gaposchkin and Lambeck, 1971; Gaposchkin, 1973, 1976). Similarly,
 
a topographic-height field has been calculated by Lee and Kaula (1967) and
 
revised by Balmino, Lambeck, and Kaula (1973) complete to degree and order
 
36. Finally, we have calculated a heat-flow field complete to degree and
 
order 12 by using the coefficients published by Chapman and Pollack (1975).
 
The coefficients for the gravity, topographic-height, and heat-flow
 
fields are all available in punched-card form. Programs have been written
 
to compute these fields to any degree and order in 1 x 10 squares for the
 
whole world, to average the data in 50 x 50 squares, and to contour the
 
calculated field following any desired specifications.
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3. THEORY GOVERNING THE USE OF AVAILABLE DATA
 
The. aim of this research is to extract from these data all information 
that could be related to or indicative of small-scale convection in the upper 
mantle. It is therefore important, as a first step, to identify systematically 
the effects due to locally uncompensated or partially compensated topographic 
heights, these being likely large contributors to the free-air gravity anomalies. 
The next step will be to remove these effects where necessary.
 
Following the modified'Vening-Meinesz model for isostasy, we shall assume
 
regional compensation. Dorman and Lewis (1970) state that at short wavelengths,
 
free-air anomalies are highly correlated with topography; the compensating
 
masses are more remote, at a depth of 400 km or more (Lewis and Dorman, 1970),
 
and will thus affect the long-wavelength features of the topography field. A
 
field of degree and order higher than 24, corresponding to half-wavelengths
 
shorter than 750 km, has been chosen in this work. In order to do so, we 
first calculated the topographic-height field in 1' x 10 squares for the 
whole world to degree and order 24 using the revised spherical-harmonics co­
efficients provided by Lee and Kaula (1967) and corrected by Balmino et a]. 
(1973) and then removed that field from the corresponding file of 10 x 10 
observed topographic heights for the whole world; we refer to the remaining 
file as residual topographic heights. The data are written in 10 x 1 squares, 
and each point is labeled according to whether it comes from a continental 
area or an oceanic area; oceanic data refer to points for which the topographic 
height is lower than 1000 m below sea level. We treated the gravity data in 
a similar manner: We removed a calculated field complete to degree and order 
24 from the obseryed gravity data and refer to the remaining file as residual 
gravity anomalies. 
The two resi.dual files have been used for different purposes. First, in
 
a statistical analysis, the covariance function, as a function of angular
 
distance separating pairs of points, has been obtained for both residual
 
files. The results are given in Figure 1 for the residual gravity anomalies
 
and in Figures 2 and 3 for residual topographic heights over oceans and over
 
continents. It must be noted that since residual topographic heights present
 
a stronger autocorrelation than do residual gravity anomalies,, we cannot
 
expect too good a correlation between residual gravity anomalies and residual
 
topographic heights for the whole world.
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Figure 1. Covariance function for residual gravity anomalies.
 
Second, in an attempt to study the worldwide correlation between the two
 
residual fields, we applied a linear-regression program for oceans and conti­
nents separately. As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5 and in Table 1, the
 
correlation is poor; it is slightly better for continents than for oceans,
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Figure 5. Linear-regression lines for continents over the whole world.
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Table 1. Global correlation between residual topographic heights and
 
residual gravity anomalies.
 
Parameter Continents Oceans
 
Correlation coefficient 0.43 0.34 
Regression line h = 12g + 204 m h = 1g- 165 m 
g = 0.015h - 1.3 mgal .g = 0.011h ­ 1.0 mgal 
Slope .,0.08 mgal/m. 0.09 mgal/m 
0.015 mgal/m -. 0.011 mgal/m 
Mean residual gravity 2.21 mgal -3.16 mgal 
anomaly' 
Mean residual topographic '232 m -199 m 
height 
Number of points. 19813 17571 
Root-mean-square 24.6 mgal 24.8'mgal 
gravity anomaly 
Root-mean-square 703 m 776 m 
topographic height 
the correlation coefficients being 0.4 and 0.3, respectively. We wish to point
 
out that the linear-regression line giving topographic heights as a function
 
of gravity anomalies is more reliable than is the regression line that gives
 
the reverse, owing to the fact that residual gravity anomalies are "better
 
behaved" statistical variables than are topographic heights. As seen in
 
Figure 1, the autocorrelation curve of Ag as a function of distance falls off
 
very rapidly, so that two points separated by a distance of 200 km can be
 
considered independent variables. This is not the case for residual topo­
graphic heights, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. We also remark that the oceans
 
are underrepresented, simply because fewer oceanic gravity data are available.
 
Mean densities of the regions studied can be determined from the slopes
 
of the regression lines. We found mean-density values to be slightly lower
 
for oceans than for continents; these values will be discussed later. As
 
stated already, the correlation is poor, a result not unexpected. First,
 
a comparison between the two .covariance curves for residual topographic heights
 
shows that these two fields behave differently and therefore cannot be ex­
pected to be related in a simple fashion. Furthermore, since the data cover
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a wide range of tectonic features and ages, no unique relation can link the
 
two fields. To avoid the latter problem, we studied small geographical
 
regions on a systematic basis, dividing the world into 50 x 50 areas and
 
running the linear-regression program in each square where sufficient data
 
(more than 13 points) were available. For each of these, we obtained both a
 
linear-regression line whenever some correlation existed between the two sets
 
of data and a brief description of the main tectonic features therein. The
 
slope of each linear-regression line can be related to an "apparent density,"
 
which combines the real density with all bther effects originating in the
 
lithosphere and the upper mantle, such as the depths of the roots and thermal
 
expansion. The global results are shown in Figure 6, where the mean apparent
 
densities in 50 x 50 squares are superposed on continent tracings. Two rep­
resentative 50 x 50 areas are shown in Figures 7 and 8 and in Tables 2 and
 
3. Statistical information on the goodness of the fit is shown in Table 4.
 
Itmust be remarked that we are not dealing with regions of constant size;
 
the area decreases with increasing latitude as (cos 4)2.
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Figure 6. Values of apparent density in 5 x 50 squares for the whole w Ald.Symbols: 0= <1 g/cm 
1, 2, and 3 are the values of the slope in g/cm 3, > = >3 g/cm , and * = no correlation. 
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Figure 8. 	Plot of residual topographic heights versus residual gravity anomalies
 
in the region between latitudes 450 and 40°N and longitudes 500 and 550E.
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Table 2. Residual topographic heights and residual gravity 
anomalies"for the'region between 
40'N and longitudes 15' and 20'E.
 
Residual gravity, 

Latitude 	 Longitude anomaly (mgal) 

450 	 160 13.0 
17 -1.1, 
18 -6.9 
19 -16.3-
20 -13.4 

44 16 -3.0 

17 21.1 

18 48.6 

19 30.5 
20 3.8 

43 16 -1.9-

17 -41.5 

18 -3.6-

19 21.6 

20 17"11 

42 	 16 47.3 

17 -16.9 

18 -65.8 

20 70.6 

41 	 16 35.5 

17 	 52.6 

18 	 2.0 

latitudes 45' and 
Residual topographic
 
height (m)
 
370
 
272
 
-10
 
-267
 
-450
 
-2
 
78
 
736
 
572
 
532
 
-50
 
-541
 
-83
 
405
 
757
 
448
 
-601
 
-502
 
1105
 
1091
 
435
 
297
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Table 3. 	Residual topographic heights and residual gravity
 
anomalies for the region between latitudes 450 and
 
40'N and longitudes 500 and 550E.
 
Latitude Longitude 

450 510 

52 

53 

54 

55 

44 	 51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

43 	 51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

42 	 51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

41 	 51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

Residual gravity 
anomaly (mgal) 
7.2 

10.5 

16.8 

8.9 

20.0 

9.1 

18.2: 

11.2 

13.0 

26.7 

-4.0. 

4.6 

6.1 

4.5 

9.7 

-16.0 

-7.0 

-11.1 

4.7 

29.2 

-12.3 

-10.1 

-9.0 

-0.2 

58.5 

Residual topographic
 
height (m)
 
-224
 
-70
 
8
 
169
 
266
 
-322
 
-50
 
41
 
165
 
254
 
-492
 
-249
 
-63
 
157
 
263
 
-619
 
-368
 
-236
 
31
 
233
 
-703
 
-444
 
-246
 
-110
 
14
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Table 4. 	Statistical information derived from the plots in Figures 7 and
 
8 and the listings in Tables 2 and 3.
 
Latitude 400 to 45°N, Latitude 400 to 450N,
 
Region longitude 15' to 20'E longitude 500 to 550E
 
Regression equations 	 g = 5.3 x 10- 2h - 2.3 mgal g = 3.8 x 10-2h + 11.5 mgal 
h = 13.3g + 91 m h = 11.6g - 192 m 
Standard deviation y = 16.5 mgal y = 11.7 mgal 
n h = 260.6 m 0h = 204.3 m 
7.6 mgal
8 mgal
g _
n 

i=1
 
n
 
n1 gi 1.04 x 10 mgal2 3.04 x 102 mgal 2
 
n 
Ekhi 2.08x 102 m 	 -104x 102 m
 
i=1
 
n 
h-if--hi22.81 x 105 m2 86x14m 
i=1 
Correlation 0.85 0.7 
coefficient 
2.87 x 103.
1.27 x 104
Covariance 
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4. CORRELATIONS OBSERVED OVER CONTINENTS
 
4.1 Introduction
 
So far, little global work has been done on the continents, although cov­
erage of continental data is far better than that of oceanic data, for both
 
topographic heights and gravity anomalies. Continental rocks contain more
 
silica and are, therefore, less dense and unable to sink into the mantle.
 
Oceanic crust, on the other hand, is denser and thus sinks easily through the
 
mantle. As a consequence, the rocks that comprise continents are older than
 
those in the oceanic crust, and we therefore expect continents to be more
 
deformed and anomalous. We indeed find very different behavior from one
 
region to another, as can be seen from Figure 6. We present below a descrip­
tion of the correlations observed for each continent separately.
 
4.2 Europe
 
In Europe, the correlations between residual gravity anomalies and topo­
graphic heights are generally very good. Over the northern part of Europe,
 
the linear-regression lines exhibit slopes consistent with apparent densities
 
on the order of 2.7 g/cm 3, or 0.1 mgal/m. The correlations are better in the
 
west than they are in the east; the west consists principally of younger
 
platforms, compared with the old platforms, covered with sediments, found in
 
the east.
 
The slopes of the linear-regression lines for the southern part of
 
Europe are consistent with apparent densities on the order of 1.5 g/cm3
 
(0.06 mgal/m,. This region corresponds to an Alpine foldbelt. The low
 
apparent densities in this case can be explained by the following simplistic
 
argument: In the presence of full isostatic compensation, a gravity anomaly,
 
and hence its apparent density, will be equal to zero. If the apparent
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density is not zero, we can assume that it is due to a lack of regional iso­
static compensation and can use the equation
 
2ryp ch - 2 yApr = 2rypaph
 
is the crustal density (= 2.7 g/cm3),
where y is the gravitational constant, pc 
Ap is the density contrast between the mantle and the crust (= 0.6 g/cm ), 
Pap is the apparent density derived from the linear-regression line, h is 
the topographic height, and r is the root dimension. Replacing all the
 
quantities by the above values, we find that r is one-half that expected for
 
a normal case of full isostatic compensation. This supports Bullard and
 
Cooper's (1948) conclusion that some part of the light compensatory material
 
is unusually shallow. Parker (1975) also came to the same conclusion, al­
though he used different and more rigorous arguments.
 
4.3 Asia
 
No simple classification seems possible in Asia. As a rule, the entire
 
northern part offers a better correlation between residual heights and residual
 
gravity anomalies than does the south. The northwest, which corresponds to
 
the Permian period, exhibits correlations with very large slopes and hence
 
very large apparent densities, reflecting the presence of very-little relief
 
and large residual gravity anomalies. The source of these large gravity
 
anomalies has not yet been determined. The north-central part, between the
 
rivers Yenisey and Lena, corresponds to a region of Precambrian shield
 
covered with sediment. Very few correlations between topographic heights
 
and gravity anomalies are seen therein, and they do not exhibit any picture
 
or trend.
 
East of the river Lena, the northeast area of Asia corresponds mostly to
 
Mesozoic foldbelts with some Alpine folding toward the southeast (Kamchatka).
 
The correlations there are good. In the Alpine area, we find a very small
 
slope, or a very low value of apparent density, thus indicating full isostatic
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compensation. In the Mesozoic foldbelt, correlations occur with higher
 
apparent densities, of'the order of 2.6 g/cm3 (0.1 mgal/m).
 
In southern Asia, few areas show good correlations. A small region south
 
of the Caspian Sea, which corresponds to an Alpine foldbelt, is characterized
 
by apparent densities on the order of 2 g/cm 3 (0.08 mgal/m). To the east of
 
the Caspian Sea, in a Hercynian region, the slope of the linear-regression
 
line gives an apparent density of 2.7 g/cm3 (0.1 mgal/m).
 
Scattered and occasional good correlations were found over the rest of
 
the continent, but they could not be associated with any defined periods or
 
tectonic schemes.
 
4.4 Africa
 
As a rule, we can associate good correlations in Africa with Precambrian
 
shields covered with sediments. These regions generally show very little
 
residual topographic height and large residual gravity anomalies. This effect
 
is particularly marked in central Africa in the region where there is a large
 
known negative gravity anomaly and lower-than-average heat flow.
 
The principal tectonic feature in the extreme northwestern part of Africa
 
is Hercynian orogenesis, except for a narrow region of Alpine folding along the
 
Mediterranean coast. The correlations in this area are good, with low values
 
3

of apparent density (1.5 g/cm , or 0.06 mgal/m). The western region of South
 
Africa, in a zone of recent Alpine activation on Precambrian basement, offers
 
good correlations with low apparent densities.
 
The rest of Africa is mostly characterized by Precambrian shields. No
 
systematic correlations are found in these areas.
 
4.5 North America
 
Only the western part of North America shows good correlations. This
 
area corresponds roughly to Alpine and Mesozoic folded zones, while the central
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and eastern regions are associated with the Precambrian period. The main char­
acteristics of the western part of North America are a high heat flow, small
 
residual gravity anomalies, and large residual topographic heights. These
 
three features lead to low apparent densities, ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 g/cm
3
 
(0.02 to 0.06 mga-l/m). The eastern portion of North America is Precambrian.
 
It offers correlations with a wide spectrum of slopes and a small correlation
 
coefficient.
 
4.6 South America
 
The data in South America are not very abundant, and we have been unable
 
to detect any large areas with good correlations. Some reasonable regression
 
lines are found in the extreme northern part, associated with an Alpine
 
folded zone. On the average, the slopes indicate an apparent density of 1.5
 
g/cm 3 (0.06 mgal/m).
 
One region in central South America is characterized by a large horizon­
tal gravity gradient. The variations of residual gravity anomalies there
 
are very large and are followed by large variations in residual topographic
 
heights. The two fields are quite anomalous in this area. The region consists
 
of Precambrian shield exposed in some parts and covered with sediments in
 
others and is characterized by a low value of the heat-flow field. The slope
 
of the regression line leads to an apparent-density value of 2.7 g/cm3 (0.14
 
mgal/m) or larger.
 
4.7 Australia
 
In Australia, the coastal areas offer correlations, but the slopes vary
 
greatly. The apparent densities are generally lower on the eastern and south­
eastern sides of the island, which are mainly from the Permian period. The
 
western part is mostly Precambrian.
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4.8 Summary
 
In summary, several continental areas present good correlations between
 
residual topographic heights and residual gravity anomalies. These areas are
 
primarily associated with Alpine and Mesozoic folded zones; when this is the
 
case, we also find low values of apparent density. Good linear-regression
 
lines are also seen in regions associated with the Permian period. The
 
apparent densities there are generally large, between 2 and 3 g/cm3 (0.08
 
and 0.16 mgal/m).
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5. CORRELATIONS OBSERVED OVER OCEANS
 
5.1 Introduction
 
The correlations between residual topographic heights and residual
 
anomalies over the oceans have been studied extensively (Anderson, McKenzie,
 
and Sclater, 1973; Watts, 1976; Watts and Talwani, 1974; Watts, Talwani, and
 
Cochran, 1976; Cochran and Talwani, 1977; Sclater et al., 1975). However,
 
these and other works do not use our definition of residual topographic height;
 
for example, Sclater et al. (1975) define it as the observed bathymetry cor­
rected for cooling and'isostatic effects of sediment loading. The depth
 
increase as a function of age has been calculated by Sclater, Anderson, and
 
Bell (1971), Parker and Oldenburg (1973), and Davis and Lister (1974) by
 
assuming a plate of infinite thickness. They found that the depth H increases
 
with the square root of age,
 
= -' effTi(kt)1/2 AH 

7r 1/2 f~ 
where aef f is the effective thdrmal expansion coefficient, Ti the intrusion
 
temperature, k the thermal diffusivity, and t the time. That law has been
 
discussed and improved by Sclater et al. (1975) and Parsons and Sclater (1977),
 
who took into account the finite thickness of the plate. Their new theory
 
leads to a flattening of the t1/2 curve for ages older than 80 m.y. and is in
 
better agreement with the observed topographic data.
 
As can be seen from the scale on Figure 9 and from Figures 10 and 11,
 
the cooling effect has been removed as a long-wavelength feature in our
 
analysis, at least for plates that move faster than 1 cm/yr. Similarly, the
 
residual gravity anomalies do not offer any definite trend as a function of
 
distance to the ridge: This can be seen in Figures 12 through 17.
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Figure 9. Profile of observed bathymetry across the mid-Atlantic ridge at 28°N.
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Figure 10. Profile of residual topographic heights across the mid-Atlantic
 
ridge at latitude 20'N between longitudes 290' and 350'E.
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Figure 11. 	 Profile of residual topographic heights across the mid-Atlantic
 
ridge at latitude 30'N between longitudes 2900 and 350'E.
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Figure 12. 	 Profile of residual gravity anomalies across the mid-Atlantic
 
ridge at latitude 20°N between longitudes 2900 and 3500E.
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Figure 13. 	 Profile of residual gravity anomalies across the mid-Atlantic ridge at
 
latitude 30'N between longitudes 2900 and 350'E.
 
Since, as mentioned previously, no large-scale correlations were discernible
 
over the oceans, we shall thus proceed to describe those areas where regional cor­
relations did occur and compare our results with those available 'inthe literature.
 
5.2 Atlantic Ocean
 
Inthe Atlantic Ocean, we find a trend of good correlations following the mid-

Atlantic ridge. The residual gravity-anomaly values vary little over the ridge,
 
while the residual'topographic heights reveal stronger variations. This leads to
 
very low values of apparent density along the ridge axis, as can be seen in
 
Figure 6.
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Figure 14. 	 Profile of residual gravity anomalies across the Atlantic Ocean
 
at latitude IO°N between longitudes 2900 and 350'E.
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Figure 15. 	 Profile of residual gravity anomalies across the Indian Ocean at
 
latitude 14S between longitudes 600 and 90'E.
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Figure 16. 	 Profile of residual gravity anomalies across the Pacific Ocean
 
at latitudes 11N and 9S between longitudes 2400 and 270E.
 
To the east 	of the mid-Atlantic ridge is another area exhibiting correla­
tions, around the Azores, Canary Islands, and Cape Verde Islands. The apparent
 
densities there are low, except in the vicinity of the Azores, where the ap­
parent densi'ty is 2.5 g/cm 3 (0.1 mgal/m) and large residual gravity anomalies
 
have been observed. This is a 'region of active volcanism, both submarine
 
and on islands.
 
Correlations are also found in the northwestern Atlantic, near Bermuda
 
I'sland, where we see low values of apparent density. Islands and some extinct
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Figure 17. 	 Profile of residual gravity anomalies across the Indian Ocean
 
at latitude lN between longitudes 700 and 900E.
 
submarine volcanoes comprise this area. Farther north in the Atlantic,
 
Iceland offers a small region exhibiting good correlations of topographic
 
heights with gravity anomalies.
 
Correlations in the vicinity of the Azores, Canary Islands, Bermuda, and
 
Iceland have been reported in the literature by Sclater et al. (1975) and
 
Cochran and Talwani (1977).
 
Near Fernando de Noronta, off the coast of Venezuela, we find a small
 
area of good correlations associated with extinct volcanism.
 
Our data in the south Atlantic Ocean region are rather limited; apart
 
from the mid-Atlantic ridge, little can be said about existing correlations.
 
But along the mid-Atlantic ridge, where data are available, a well-defined
 
correlation is accompanied by a low value of apparent density.
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5.3 Pacific Ocean
 
Data in the Pacific Ocean are abundant in certain regions of interest
 
We have found correlations in the east-central part,
and lacking 	in others. 

in the area of the East Paci-fic rise, Cocos ridge, and Galapagos Islands.
 
a fact
The residual gravity anomalies there are very small (see Figure 16), 

is prolonged toward the
reflected in low apparent-density values. This area 

south by the East Pacific ridge, which also offers fair-to-good correlations.
 
Another area of good correlations lies around Hawaii, where the residual
 
gravity anomaly is quite variable, as seen in Figure 18. The major features
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Figure 18. 	 Profile of residual gravity anomalies across the Pacific Ocean at
 
latitudes 250 and 20°N between longitudes 1800 and 2100E.
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of the residual gravity field are reflected in the residual- topographic heights,
 
but not perfectly (see Figure 19), as some features are blown up, while others
 
are reduced. Along the trenches, we found no correlations at all. Both
 
residual gravity-anomaly and residual topographic-height data vary greatly and
 
independently.
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Figure 19. 	 Profile of residual topographic heights across the Pacific Ocean
 
at latitude 25°N between longitudes 180' and 210'E.
 
5.4 Indian 	Ocean
 
In the Indian Ocean, we found correlations in two areas exhibiting very
 
different behavior. A correlation along the Carlsberg Ridge and the mid-

Indian ridge axis seems to behave in the same manner as those found along the
 
mid-Atlantic and mid-Pacific ridges. As shown in Figures 15 and 20, the
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Figure 20. 	 Profile of residual topographic heights across the Indian Ocean
 
at latitude 14S between longitudes 600 and 900E.
 
major features in both fields coincide. They are less marked in the gravity
 
field than in the topographic-height field, and we again find low values of
 
apparent density. The other area lies south of India, close to a large nega­
tive gravity anomaly. Inthe residual gravity-anomaly file, the large negative
 
trend has been removed as a long-wavelength feature and we are left with a
 
variable field (Figure 17) whose major features are reflected in the residual
 
topographic-height data. This leads to correlations with an apparent density
 
larger than 2.5 g/cm3, or a slope of 0.1 mgal/m.
 
A small areal north of Madagascar, associated with volcanism, also shows
 
correlations withivery high apparent densities.
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5.5 Summary
 
In summary, we find correlations over the oceans following most of the
 
midocean ridges, in regions of recent or past volcanism, and over the large
 
negative gravity anomalies south of India. So far, however, the gravity
 
data over oceanic areas are quite limited. Furthermore, they are strongly
 
biased because they have been chosen in "interesting" areas, which do not
 
necessarily exhibit the behavior of typical oceanic regions. That we find
 
correlations mostly along midoceanic ridges and in volcanic areas might
 
simply be because these are the regions that have attracted most attention
 
and for which better coverage is available.
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6. DISCUSSION
 
Residual gravity anomalies as used in this study include only short-wave­
lengeh features. They must thus reflect either short-wavelength topographic
 
features or some local density or temperature disturbances located in the
 
lithosphere or upper mantle. In this work, we have identified and described
 
those areas where residual anomalies in the gravity field are associated with
 
uncompensated or partially compensated topographic heights. As a general
 
rule, the regions where correlations occur over continents are associated
 
with young orogenesis: Alpine and Mesozoic folded zones.
 
As mentioned previously, continental regions are generally quite anomalous;
 
they are very old and were deformed through several consecutive processes
 
(e.g., uplifts, foldings, erosion, glaciation, and postglacial rebound).
 
Consequently, correlations occur in those areas where rocks have more recently
 
been deformed or folded and where local imbalances might still exist. The
 
older areas, which have not been activated through recent orogenesis, generally
 
do not exhibit good correlations nor show any trends.
 
Most of the continental margins are good examples of full isostatic com­
pensation. The residual gravity anomalies do not offer variations, while a
 
strong transition is seen in the residual topographic heights.
 
For the oceans, the residual topographic heights correlate with the
 
residual gravity anomalies along the ridges and in volcanic areas. For each
 
of these, we have determined the slopeof the regression line. We have
 
written the slopes in terms of apparent densities, which lump all the factors
 
influencing gravity anomalies.
 
The data are now ready for further interpretation, which we have just
 
begun. Wherever a correlation is found between topographic heights and gravity
 
anomalies, the trend has been removed in the hope of pinpointing within these
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s~ThCDIN~cPAGE, 
gravity-anomaly residues some features associated with small-scale convection in the
 
mantle. In the Atlantic Ocean, where data are abundant, we have found a regular
 
pattern along the profiles, paralleling the mid-Atlantic ridge (see Figure 21) with
 
a wavelength of 500 km. Among other interpretations, such as transform faults or
 
biased observed data, it could very well reveal traces of elongated rolls parallel
 
to the dw-rection of plate motion. According to Richter and Parsons (1975), small­
scale convection is unlikely to have developed in the Atlantic Ocean owing to the
 
small plate velocity. If it is present at all, it will exhibit a characteristic
 
wavelength of 500 to 2000 km. We hope that future investigations will shed some
 
light on this observation.
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Figure 21.-J Profile of residual gravity anomalies parallel to the mid-Atlantic ridge 
at longitude 315E between latitudes 0' and 406N-

In a recent study, Marsh and Marsh (1976) used a calculated 18- to 22-degree'
 
gravity-anomaly field and discerned a long linear pattern 'of anomalies across the mid-

Pacific area; these equidimenslonal features have a half-wavelength of 1000 km and an
 
amplitude of i4 to 8 mgal. Using a recdnt Smithsonian gra~ity-field determination
 
(Gdposchkin, 1976) for degree-and order 12 to 24, we have been unable to reproduce
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these rolls., Nor did our residual gravity anomalies exhibit such features,
 
probably because, in part, of an insufficient number of observed gravity
 
anomalies in that area.
 
Along a similar line, Menard and Dorman (1976, 1977) found linear trends
 
in the residual topographic heights .in, to the
the Pacific Ocean, parallel 

direction of plate motion. Their residual topographic heights are further
 
corrected for the effect of oceanic-depth anomalies as a function of latitude.
 
Observing that the ridge crests are roughly 700 m deeper at the equator than
 
at high latitudes, they removed that effect from the generally admitted resid­
ual topographic heights (see, for example, Sclater et al., 1975). 'The final
 
residuals show linear features with wavelengths of 4000 km and vertical con­
trasts of 0.7 to 1.0 km. The general directional trend of this pattern is
 
similar to that observed in the short-wavelength features of the gravity field
 
calculated by Marsh and Marsh (1976), but the crest-to-crest distance ismuch
 
larger; this latter distance is also much larger than the theoretical value of
 
500 km predicted by Richter and Parsons (1975).
 
Itmust be noted that the average slope found for the correlation lines
 
over the midoceanic ridges is 3.3 x 10-2 ± 0.9 x 10-2 mgal/m. This result
 
is not inconsistent with theoretical values of the slopes calculated by
 
McKenzie et al. (1974) on the basis of their convection model, which contains
 
several simplifying assumptions: 1) convection limited to the upper 700 km;
 
2) newtonian fluid with constant viscosity, density, thermal-expansion coef­
ficient, thermal conductivity, and heating rate; 3) periodic horizontal
 
boundary conditions; and 4) two dimensions. The most important conclusion of
 
that analysis is that over a rising flow, surface deformation dominates thermal
 
expansion and therefore produces a positive gravity anomaly; this result is
 
independent of the type of heating adopted (from below, from within, or a
 
mixture of both), of the Rayleigh number, and of the aspect ratio of the
 
confining box. Furthermore, a similar slope has been observed by Anderson
 
et al. (1973) from data points collected along a 48100-km length of the world­
wide ridge system.
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Finally, we observed that when a correlation occurs, the slope of the
 
regression line is generally larger for older tectonic features. That obser­
vation demands further investigation, and we intend to study the available
 
data systematically to see whether we can discover a correlation between age
 
and slope. This could reveal information on the time necessary to reach
 
equilibrium and on the structure and time evolution of the lithosphere.
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